
Milton Mahoney Introduction:  
Tell us about yourself and why you are running or what you hope to achieve. 
 
The Minister of Education acting on false information concerning “systemic racism” remarks 
threw the people of PG under the bus. Was why I ran in the by-election. Since then, I have 
encountered many deficiencies. (Review my Facebook). It takes a very special person to be as 
dedicated, as teachers are. Minister Jennifer Whiteside on her visit stated teachers will have to 
expand their ways in the classroom for we are on a new Flag Ship.  Councilors, Nurses, 
psychologists, or social workers, and care giver to name a few not once did she mention 
educators. She also mentioned reducing TA`s by putting needy students in mainstream classes, 
(she doesn’t have a clue).  Teachers did not sign up to be in the middle of a political power 
struggle, nor did they sign up to work within an environment where fear, bullying, intimidation, 
and/or harassment, is prevalent, as per the Advisory Report. Not knowing day by day what they 
will have to overcome, is a daily struggle for many of our teachers. Once again, the Minister 
inspired me to run again. The ministry and Advisors do not have the leadership skills to carry 
this district, they only know authoritarian and fear. Our difficulties worsened under the 
dictatorial leadership that occurred before the two trustees resigned and under the then senior 
administration`s leadership.  
My experiences have included corporate executive, managerial positions, law enforcement, 
locomotive engineer, have held position in four different unions, from President to Legislation 
Representative and had always paid dues. I also run a conflict/ resolution company. The 
problems within our SD are not insurmountable. First ensure a safe working environment, then 
the rest will fall into place once staff are not working under fear. 
  
Question 1 from CUPE Local 3742:  
What do you view as your responsibility in relation to senior management? 
 
As a single trustee, you would have to convince others. But saying that, my view would be to 
regain governance. Give strong directives on where and what direction the senior administration 
must take to achieve an agenda. I would make sure they had all the resources that were required 
to be successful including leadership. Express to them that every employee is important. But this 
can only be done if the board is made up with like thinking people. Positive change is what this 
district needs. 
 
Question 2 from PGDTA:  
School District 57 continues to face a six-year shortage of teachers in all of its communities.  
This has already resulted in over 20 thousand hours of lost support to students and District 
assessment data shows that vulnerable students are not reaching education achievement 
benchmarks in multiple areas.  
What are your ideas for teacher recruitment and retention and how would you advocate at both 
local and provincial levels for a fully funded serious recruitment and retention plan? 
 
I believe the teacher shortage is a complex issue. There is not a one fix remedy to solve the 
problem. Teachers in this SD are running on empty, poor leadership, poor management 
contribute fatigue and stress are what I see as the main factor in teacher shortage. The Minister of 
Education has stated, there will be a cuts to TA`s as the Advisors recommendations state needy 



and vulnerable student will be placed in with the mainstream classes. With this practice these 
students won`t achieve any benchmarks. This is definite an area that I would push back strongly. 
I have the audacity to take this on and more where it comes to the Minister and Advisors with 
their poor leadership skills, interfering where our students are concerned. The same as I pushed 
back concerning the financial deficit, on record for my no vote. Support and supply, hits the 
students as well as CUPE members.  
Recruitment and retention are a tough one. We can recruit we just can`t retain. This dilemma 
cannot be resolve until we clean up the toxic atmosphere. Funding would have to be totally local. 
The Minister of Education and the Advisors have created this climate within SD57. Not only is it 
hard to retain teachers we have teachers retiring early because they have had enough of the 
present conditions or going to other districts. Provincial funding would be nonexistent, the 
ministry has gone through three sets of staff so far, governments double down they do not 
resolve a problem they only exasperate the issues. 
 
Question 3 from DPAC:  
What does accountability mean to you and increasing accountability in SD57? 
 
Accountability and transparency are two of my favorite endeavors, I have seen in the latter 
five months more transparency than at the beginning. Hopefully I had something to do with that. 
I am a firm believer that the only meetings that are held in-camera are legal and personal. All 
others are available to the public. In addition to the mandatory public meeting. I would increase 
the availability on the SD web page, make the page more user-friendly. When you proceed in 
secret it is perceived as hiding - covering up. Student`s are our clients, parents are our 
customer`s. 
 
Question 4: 
Please provide a value Statement on Indigenous Education in School District 57. 
 
I want to respond in two ways. First individual Indigenous students, whose parents are wanting 
their child to succeed, to be prepared for their future endeavors, whatever they so desire. SD57 is 
implementing a program called “Strategic Plan”. This plan is to enhance the graduating rate of 
Indigenous students. As per the directive from the Minister of Education and implemented by the 
Advisors also supported by the IELT (made up from the McCloud Lake and Lheidli T’enneh). 
Problem is they lowered the bar to achieve this goal. Credit Recovery, if a student is 40-50% see 
if teachers can find a way for a pass within a no fail environment. How is this preparing these 
students for the future. Also it`s cheating the parent that have hope for their child’s success. 
Second point, the last five months have been solely consumed with regards to the Strategic Plan.  
That has left the other 9000 plus students with the impression of loss. This practice has cause 
further division within our schools and community. Let’s take the segregation out of the district 
that the Strategic Plan may have inadvertently caused (it`s not working). Let’s move forward, 
raise the bar, give all student the same opportunity together. Have all the support in place to help 
all students that are finding difficulties. Some students may not pass a grade, that is not failure, 
it`s growth. Give pride back to all our students, make them earn their accomplishments. Prepare 
them for their future endeavors. All students must be push to their individual best. No student left 
behind-Ensure EVERY Student Succeeds. 


